(continued) ...
Science served my personality and mind well through being rigorous in
establishing baselines before any progress could be measurably possible.
Motivational & Organisational Psychology were my passions, I just "got it", those
parts came easy. Six years of devoted study and part-time earnings later I left Uni
with a full brain ready to help heal and fix the world. Ha! Realising I wasn't
quite ready to sell my own self into 60 hours of slavedom fixing fear, doubt, and
trauma, I chose global travel instead. Hey I was already used to being poor! I also
doubted my ability to genuinely assist & provide value for money immediately after
Uni. It didn't feel right being 'straight out of school' and having suffered no debilitating
long-term traumas.

Returning from myriad adventures, learnings, and full of more excited energy I
turned to the corporate world and implemented my education in creating happy loyal
clients wherever I worked. After becoming the most effective annual sales closer the
second year in a row at a television station, I was offered the host position of a tv
program. This was a mighty steep learning curve that I really enjoyed. This tv
show became an iconic means of growing the revenue for the Businesses that chose
to use it. It was great fun. High pressure of managing so many facets of a successful
tv show, but immensely rewarding.

Blah blah blah ... are you bored yet? I find your story far more exciting than my own!
OK then ... I'll continue

I was headhunted from this to train Sales Teams for a year. Head-hunted again I
became a Nationwide Business Development Manager & created a proven system
of increasing revenue called "Sales are Fun, and Asking for Money is easy".

I married my best friend and we were doing really well with our happy family
including two lovely sons. Eventually realising we all prefer being physically warm,
and wanting to assist a greater number, we sold our home and gifted much of what
we'd accumulated over our lives and emigrated to a warmer climate in a larger
country. Four of us with 5 suitcases. Makes me laugh looking at our bravery now. It
took 2 years of starting from scratch to get securely set-up in our new home in a new
country. That’s 2 years completely out of equity growth and financial security. What’s
of far greater worth than money? Yep ... happiness. The smiles on our childrens'
faces now that we can live outside too, are worth the dance-steps of starting over
again ... two steps forward, sideways two, do a twirl and back one, two steps
forward, sideways two, do a twirl and back one ... phew! Saying that, I'd rather be
dancing than morbidly adhering to a prescribed "2.5 children & a picket-fence".

I'm proud of these experiences because they all rest on conscious decisions of the
'greatest good for the greatest number". I'm peaceful because I genuinely help solve
challenges for individuals: personally and professionally. Along with my family, I live
joyfully, to the detriment of no Other. This has evolved into my ethos. Serving the
mental wellbeing of Others in aligning with purpose, experiencing clarity, and
working to a completed goal is my privilege.

Getting to return to my original motivations of serving and managing the wellbeing of
Others proffers the realisation of all I’ve chosen to learn and implement to date.

Getting to witness the deep comprehension of what I teach, and knowing that when
this penny drops, healthy knowledge cannot be unlearnt. Witnessing the new-found
Peace in another person is my holy grail. Living to serve and manage wellness. My
privilege.

You now know me (kind of).
Let’s talk and see how much gain we can discover for you to BE more of your best
You.

With much respect,

And much kindness,
Sharee

Procrastination Resolutionist

sharee@evolvagroup.com
www.evolvagroup.com

Book in here:
https://shareea.youcanbook.me/

